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Abstract

Person search by language is an important application in

video surveillance. The existing huge visual-semantic dis-

crepancy and the cross-domain difficulty of emerging pedes-

trian images with new identities while no language descrip-

tion for training in real life application make this problem

non-trivial to be addressed. In this paper, we first propose a

concise and effective framework for image-sentence align-

ment to deal with the visual-semantic discrepancy. Second,

we innovatively fuse the two opposite directions, i.e., source

→ target and target → source, for cross-domain adaption.

Extensive experiments have validated the significant supe-

riority of the proposed method on both source domain and

target domain, and we have obtained the state-of-the-art

performance and won the 1st place in competition.

1. Introduction

Person search by language [10, 12] is an important task

in intelligent surveillance [4], which requires discriminative

cross-modal representations to distinguish different people.

It is difficult to directly measure the similarities between

images and natural language descriptions due to the existing

huge visual-semantic discrepancy. And in many practical

situations, the problem that the training data and testing data

are in different domains makes it even harder to accurately

search for the matched person.

Although much progress [3] has been achieved for

matching images and sentences accurately, it is still non-

trivial to address the problem of person search by language,

due to the less discriminative situation among images of d-

ifferent pedestrians. Specifically, different from the conven-

tional image-sentence matching problem with images hav-

ing various topics, scenes and styles, all images in the prob-

lem of person search by language belong to the pedestri-

an category, only having fine-grained differences and being

much harder to distinguish. Therefore, we have to consider

the characteristic of person search rather than only depend-

ing on the cross-modal matching approaches. Many solu-

tions [17, 15] to the problem of image-based person search

employ the pedestrian identities for classification, which

can obtain more discriminative features for distinguishing

pedestrians. And appropriately combining the objectives

for person search and image-sentence matching may con-

tribute to better visual-semantic embeddings further.

Beyond the visual-semantic discrepancy, there is anoth-

er problem that the newly emerging pedestrian images have

new identities but no language description for training, i.e.,

cross-domain difficulty in real life application. To address

this problem, domain adaption is necessary for narrowing

the cross-domain gap. Many effective solutions [16, 14]

have focused on transferring from the source domain to the

target domain, but neglect the opposite direction. In fac-

t, these two directions can contribute complementarily to

the final fusion and obtain a model that better addresses the

cross-domain problem.

In summary, this paper first introduces a general frame-

work for dealing with the problem of person search by

language, which considers identity classification as well

as cross-modal matching for better visual-semantic embed-

dings. Second, a Cross-domain Bi-directional Adaption (C-

BA) method is proposed to alleviate the cross-domain dif-

ficulty by innovatively fusing the two opposite adaption di-

rections, which facilitates the practical application of person

search by language. Specifically, in the source → target (S

→ T) direction, the model is first trained to have pedestrian

identity classification and cross-modal matching abilities in



the source domain. Then the visual encoder is transferred to

handle the visual feature extraction in target domain, and the

textual encoder is adjusted accordingly afterwards. In the

opposite target → source (T → S) direction, we first train

the visual encoder using the pedestrian identities in the tar-

get domain1. Then the target-domain-trained visual encoder

is fine-tuned for matching images with sentences semanti-

cally in the source domain. Our solution has obtained the

state-of-the-art performance in both domains and top rank

in competition. The main contributions are as follows:

• We introduce a concise and effective image-sentence

matching framework to deal with the problem of per-

son search by language.

• To address the cross-domain difficulty in real life ap-

plication, our solution innovatively fuses the two op-

posite directions for better cross-domain adaption.

• We have obtained the state-of-the-art performance in

both domains and won the 1st place in competition.

2. Related Work

2.1. Person Search by Language

Li et al. [10] propose the first large-scale dataset, CUHK

PErson DEScription dataset (CUHK-PEDES), for the prob-

lem of person search by language. They also provide the

Recurrent Neural Network with Gated Neural Attention

(GNA-RNN) mechanism model with unit-level attentions

and word-level gates to determine the cross-modal affinity.

Niu et al. [12] achieve better cross-modal similarity evalu-

ation by a Multi-granularity Image-text Alignments (MIA)

model which combines three different granularities hierar-

chically. Different from them, the major difficulty for real

life person search by language is the cross-domain problem.

2.2. Cross-domain Person Re-identification

Wang et al. [15] simultaneously learn global identity and

local attribute information through an identity inferred at-

tribute space and introduce an attribute consistency scheme

for performing unsupervised adaptation on the unlabelled

target data. Generative models are also proved to be effec-

tive for domain adaption, for instance, Wei et al. [16] pro-

pose the Person Transfer Generative Adversarial Network

to bridge the domain gap by making the transferred per-

son images show similar styles with the target dataset while

keeping the appearance and identity cues. More than only

employing the source → target direction, we additionally

consider the opposite target → source direction and further

fuse them for better cross-domain adaption.

1The final testing protocol lies on using a sentence to retrieve the

matched pedestrian images, but there is no sentence available for train-

ing in the target domain. Pedestrian identities in the target domain can be

used as external cues in a weakly supervised configuration to initialize the

visual encoder for preliminary pedestrian identification ability.
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Figure 1. The proposed general framework for the problem of per-

son search by language (best viewed in colors).

3. Proposed Approach

We first present a general framework for the problem of

person search by language. Then we consider the cross-

domain difficulty in real life application, and innovatively

fuse the two opposite directions for cross-domain adaption.

3.1. Image-sentence Alignment Framework

To address the cross-modal problem of person search by

language, we first need to extract visual and textual features,

respectively. After that, cross-modal image-sentence align-

ment is important for alleviating the existing huge visual-

semantic discrepancy. Specifically, the proposed general

framework is shown in Fig. 1, and there are mainly two

parts, i.e., feature extraction and training strategy. We em-

ploy the convolutional neural networks (CNN) [7, 5] as vi-

sual encoder for image feature extraction, and obtain the

visual feature I ∈ R
D. As for textual encoder, the recurrent

neural networks (RNN) [6, 2] are used to obtain the feature

vector T ∈ R
D of a sentence. And D indicates the dimen-

sion of the shared visual-semantic space.

Based on the features I and T, we follow [12] and

employ the Identity and Matching objectives for training,

which are suitable for initialization and fine-tuning, respec-

tively. The Identity objective regards different IDs in train-

ing set as the number of categories, and classifies images

and sentences to the corresponding ID category:

LID = LI + LT ,

PI = softmax(FCs(I)), LI = −log(PI(ID)),

PT = softmax(FCs(T)), LT = −log(PT (ID)).

The shared Identity fully-connected (FC) layer, FCs, is for

mapping the features of images and sentences into the same

space, whose dimension is the number of different identities

in training set. P·(ID) is the predicted probability of the

correct person ID, and L· is the loss value after negative

logarithm. As for the image-sentence alignment, the hinge-

based triplet Matching objective is employed:

LM =
∑

T̂

max[0, α− S(I,T) + S(I, T̂)]

+
∑

Î

max[0, α− S(T, I) + S(T, Î)],

where (I,T) and (T, I) mean the matched image-sentence

pairs, and (I, T̂), (T, Î) indicate the mismatched pairs.



S(·, ·) means cosine similarity function and α is for the mar-

gin between the matched and mismatched pairs.

We employ a 2-stage training strategy for training the

visual and textual encoders. In stage-1, we only use the

Identity objective and focus on training the textual encoder

and the shared Identity FC layer from scratch while fixing

the pre-trained visual encoder. Then in stage-2, we train

the whole network including the visual encoder with both

Identity and Matching objectives, i.e., L2 = LID + LM .

3.2. Cross-domain Bi-directional Adaption

Due to that images in training/validation sets and testing

set are from different datasets, i.e., cross-domain problem,

we have to carry out cross-domain adaption for narrowing

the gap between the two datasets. Many existing methods

[16, 14] only consider transferring from the source domain

to the target domain (S → T), i.e., single direction, while

neglecting the opposite direction (T → S). In fact, these two

opposite directions can contribute complementarily to the

final fusion and obtain a fused model that better addresses

the cross-domain problem. Therefore, we propose a Cross-

domain Bi-directional Adaption (CBA) method which fuses

three sub-models coming from the two opposite directions

for better cross-domain adaption.

3.2.1 Source → Target

Based on the proposed framework in Sec. 3.1, we employ

the ResNet [5] which is pre-trained on the ImageNet [13]

dataset as visual encoder for fine-tuning. As for the textual

encoder, a bi-directional gated recurrent unit network (Bi-

GRU) is used to extract the textual features.

We then carry out the cross-domain adaption from the

source domain (CUHK-PEDES [10] dataset) to the target

domain (MSMT17 [16] dataset) step-by-step. First, we

train the visual and textual encoders on the CUHK-PEDES

dataset through our 2-stage training strategy. Second, we

employ the Domain Adaptive Re-Identification [14] method

to transfer the CUHK-PEDES-trained visual encoder to the

MSMT17 dataset for cross-domain adaption. Third, we use

the adaptive visual encoder to re-train the textual encoder

on the CUHK-PEDES dataset through the 2-stage training

strategy once again. It is worth noting that the visual en-

coder is fixed in the re-training process. After these three

steps, we finally obtain the Model-A of S → T adaption.

3.2.2 Target → Source

We employ the Osnet [17] model which is pre-trained on

the MSMT17 [16] dataset as initialization for visual en-

coder. For better describing pedestrians, we additionally

use the pre-trained DeepMAR [8] method to obtain the at-

tribute features as external cues. It is worth noting that the

DeepMAR method is directly employed for obtaining the

attribute features without fine-tuning. Then we combine the

visual context feature Ic (output from Osnet), and attribute

feature Ia (output from DeepMAR) by feature concatena-

tion. And a concatenation FC layer is employed for ad-

justing the feature space of the final visual feature I. For

sentences, a bi-directional long short term memory net-

work (Bi-LSTM) is used to extract the textual feature T.

At last, we train the whole model (excluding DeepMAR

for attribute feature extraction) on the CUHK-PEDES [10]

dataset by our 2-stage training strategy.

There are two sub-models, Model-B-1 and Model-B-2,

addressing the cross-domain problem in the T → S direc-

tion. Sharing the foregoing overall structure, these two sub-

models have some differences in the attribute feature ex-

traction for diversity and complementarity. Specifically, the

DeepMAR [8] method for Model-B-1 is trained on the RAP

[9] dataset, while Model-B-2 on the Pa100K [11] dataset.

3.2.3 Similarity Fusion

The final image-sentence similarity results are obtained by

fusing the similarity matrixes from the three foregoing sub-

models, which alleviate the cross-domain difficulty by con-

sidering the two opposite adaption directions comprehen-

sively. We denote the similarity matrixes from the Model-

A, Model-B-1 and Model-B-2 as SA, SB1 and SB2, respec-

tively. The final image-sentence similarity matrix SF is

SF = α× SA + β × SB1 + γ × SB2.

In the following parts, we set α = 1.7, β = 1.0 and γ = 1.4
for obtaining the ‘Final Model’.

4. Experiments and Analysis

4.1. Datasets and Protocols

We evaluate our solution based on the CUHK-PEDES

dataset [10] (source domain, Validation set in competition)

and the MSMT17 [16] dataset (target domain, Validation-2

and Final Test sets in competition)2. We measure perfor-

mance by R@1, R@5 and R@10 criteria, i.e., recall rates at

the top-1, 5 and 10 results. Following the protocols in [10],

a successful search is achieved if any image of the corre-

sponding pedestrian is among the top-k images.

4.2. Ablation Study and Performance Comparison

Training Strategy Analysis. We carry out experiments

on the base model (trained on CUHK-PEDES and no cross-

domain adaption), and the results are shown in Tab. 1.

Performance Comparison. Extensive experiments for

evaluation of ablation models on the CUHK-PEDES and

MSMT17 datasets, and comparisons with other state-of-

the-art methods are shown in Tab. 2. We have won the

1st place in WIDER Face and Person Challenge3, and the

detailed performance comparisons are shown in Tab. 3.

2Detailed descriptions of the datasets in competition are in this Link.
3Challenge Homepage.



Table 1. Objective analysis in the proposed framework. ‘Id’ and

‘Mat’ are for the Identity and Matching objectives, respectively.

‘Id + Mat’ means we simply sum the two objectives together.

Objectives CUHK-PEDES MSMT17

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

Id 29.03 51.63 62.98 11.86 25.73 36.54

Mat 50.15 73.28 81.72 22.37 42.84 54.90

Id + Mat 52.70 75.16 82.91 25.23 46.95 59.41

2-stage 54.98 76.46 83.98 26.33 47.75 58.91

Table 2. Evaluation of ablation models and comparisons with other

state-of-the-art methods. A, B-1 and B-2 are for Model-A, Model-

B-1 and Model-B-2, respectively.

Methods CUHK-PEDES MSMT17

R@1 R@5 R@10 R@1 R@5 R@10

S → T (A) 53.95 76.01 83.31 27.88 50.50 62.21

T → S (B-1) 49.67 73.44 81.83 28.13 50.30 60.86

T → S (B-2) 50.13 73.29 81.46 27.88 51.45 62.66

GNA-RNN [10] 19.05 - 53.64 - - -

GLIA [1] 43.58 66.93 76.26 - - -

MIA [12] 53.10 75.00 82.90 - - -

Final Model 57.84 78.33 85.43 33.68 58.01 67.52

Table 3. Results on the final test set in competition.

Rank Team Score (R@1)

1 Ours (Final Model) 23.07%

2 ZJU-Challenger 13.14%

3 SummerWalrus 12.75%
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Figure 2. Analysis of hyper-parameters (best viewed in colors).

Hyper-parameters. In Fig. 2, we set β = γ = 1.0
for Model-B-1 and Model-B-2 in the T → S direction, and

analyze α for Model-A in the S → T direction, to show the

effect of the two adaption directions in similarity fusion.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we first present a concise and effective

framework to deal with the cross-modal problem of person

search by language. Second, a Cross-domain Bi-directional

Adaption (CBA) method is proposed to alleviate the cross-

domain difficulty for facilitating the real life application of

this task, which innovatively fuses the two opposite direc-

tions for cross-domain adaption. Experimental results show

the significant superiority of the proposed solution on both

source and target domains, and we have obtained the state-

of-the-art perfromance and top rank in competition.
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